
#A738No-Sew Rainbow
Costume



4. Glue the rest of the half ovals on top of each other.

5. Glue the clouds to the bottom of the rainbow hanging 
off the edge and overlapping each other.

6. Allow the piece to dry.

7. Turn the rainbow piece over and glue the 2x15cm red 
strips to the bottom corners of the rainbow.

8. Glue a 2x30cm red strip 5cm from the top of the 
rainbow and 8cm from the middle. Repeat on the other side 
of the middle with another 2x30cm red strip.

9. Set the rainbow aside so the strips can dry.

10. On the other red half oval repeat step 8. Allow to dry.

11. Glue the loose ends of the 2x15cm strips to matching 
ends of the second red half circle to join the two. Allow to 
dry completely before wearing.

12. Place the rainbow costume over the child’s head so the 
rainbow is at the front. Tie the loose straps at the top of 
the rainbow so they sit comfortably on the child’s shoulders.

DIFFICULTY ●○○

Approximate Time of Project: 30 min

MATERIALS
 60x40cm red felt
 2x A4 sheets orange felt
 A4 sheet yellow felt
 A4 sheet Purple felt
 A4 sheet Pink felt
 A4 sheet Blue felt
 White felt

EQUIPMENT
 Dressmaker pen
 Measuring tape
 Fabric scissors
 Fabric glue

HELPFUL HINTS
• This can be made to fit adults simply cut the strips joining 

the front and back pieces longer.

STEPS
1. Draw out the following on the felt and cut. Use the cut 
guide provided for reference.

 Red: Fold the felt in half so it is 30x40cms. Mark and cut 
  two half oval shapes measuring 25cm high and 40cm  
  wide, four 2x30cm strips and two 2x15cm strips
 Orange: Glue two long sides on the A4 sheets together.  
  Mark and cut a 22cm high and 34cm wide half oval.
 Yellow: Mark and cut a 19cm high and 28cm wide half  
  oval.
 Purple: Mark and cut a 16cm high and 22cm wide half  
  oval.
 Pink: Mark and cut a 13cm high and 16cm wide half  
  oval.
 Blue: Mark and cut a 10cm high and 10cm wide half  
  oval.
 White: Draw and cut seven cloud shapes.

2. Set aside one red half oval, all the 2x30cm strips and the 
clouds.

3. Starting with a red half oval, line the orange half oval up 
with the red and centre. Glue them together.
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